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It''''s Easter, and Zim has a plan! (sucky summary I know. based of of my picture I submitted.)
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1 - Easter of DOOM part 1

Easter of DOOM! chapter 1[br]
[br]
Zim: Gir! Where are you?! I need you to come here right now![br]
Gir: But I'm watching the Easter Day parade on tv![br]
Zim: Easter?! *flashback to Christmas* Oh yeah...[br]
Gir: There's the Easter bunny![br]
Zim: I thought it was the Easter Platypus.[br]
El: *sitting on couh* Zim, it's the Easter bunny,not platypus. *glares at him*[br]
Zim: You lie,El! *points*[br]
El: (If we didn't have three fingers, I would PUNCH HIM...) Listen to the TV.[br]
Zim: But-[br]
El: NOW. *points to TV*[br]
Zim: *looks at screen*[br]
Announcer guy: Today is Easter everybody! *crowd cheers* and we're having a parade to celebrate!
*crowd cheers again*[br]
The screen pans to the parade, where people are watching parade floats drive down the street. One
person yells 'Easter rules' and it shows the Easter Bunny. Zim gets an idea.[br]
Zim: I have a plan!! Hey, where's El?[br]
Gir: I don't know. I thinkk she went to the lab.[br]
Zim:*goes down purple toliet*[br]
---Zim's base-labrotary---[br]
Zim: Hello? *no one answers[br]
Zim looks around and sees some robotic eggs on a table.[br]
Zim: I hope no one won't mind me taking these! *cackles to self,picks up eggs,and leaves*[br]
A few mintues later...[br]
El: *comes in and notices eggs are gone* AAAAH! Who took the robotic eggs I was working on?! [br]
at Dib's house...[br]
El: *kicks door down angrily*[br]
Dib: Hey! What are you doing here?![br]
El: I need some help, Dib...[br]
Dib: What is it? Aren't you tying to help Zim take over Earth?![br]
El: Zim is planning on making everyone his robot slaves at 12:00 at Hurt Park today... understand?[br]
Dib: Ok...wait, why are you turning against Zim?[br]
El: You'll see Dib, you'll see....Oh yeah, here's a map to the Egg Machines.*tosses Dib a map*[br]
Dib:*catches map and looks at it,then turns to El* Hey, thanks-- where'd she go?[br]
Gaz: Be quiet![br]
[br]
--at the park--[br]
Dib: Ok...this is where I was told to go..hey, there's Zim!! [br]



Zim: Hello, everybody! It's me,the Easter Bunny! *crowd cheers* Today I am holding an Easter Egg Hunt
and whoever finds the golden sparkly egg wins a prize!*crowd cheers and rushes off to find the eggs*
He he he...pitiful humans...[br]
[br]
Part 2 coming soon! yay~[br]



2 - Easter of DOOM part 2

Easter of DOOM part 2! :D[br]
[br]
(note: Alpha is Dib's SIR ...I'll explain once he appears in my other story..I really need to update it!)[br]
--In the warehouse behind Zim--[br]
Dib: Hey,there's the robotic Easter eggs![br]
*robotic easter eggs are getting ready to escape warehouse*[br]
Dib: I have to stop them! Good thing I brought Alpha with me! [br]
Alpha: So, we have to get rid of these Easter eggs?[br]
Dib: Exactly. Can you give me a weapon?[br]
Alpha: Sure. *reaches in head and pulls out a bazooka*[br]
Dib: *grabs bazooka* Now, YOU EGGS MUST DIIIEEE!! *aims bazooka at eggs, and the eggs explode
as soon as the missle hits* Now, to stop Zim! *runs out of warehouse*[br]
Alpha: That ended quickly...*runs out after Dib*[br]
*outside*[br]
Dib: Zim! I've come to stop you![br]
Zim: Oh, really? I have robotic easter eggs! I'll just blow you away![br]
Dib: I destroyed them already.[br]
Zim: WHAT?! *Dib pounces on Zim and the two start fighting*[br]
Random person: Hey! Someone's beating up the Easter Bunny![br]
Crowd: *gasps*[br]
Dib: He's not the Easter Bunny! Remember Christmas?![br]
Random person: Yeah, you destroyed Santa!![br]
Dib: That was ZIM in a SANTA SUIT! NOT SANTA!![br]
Random person: Get him![br]
El: *walks up to microphone* Excuse me, but you have been decieved by a wannabe. Please go home
and forget this EVER happened.[br]
Random person: But--[br]
El: GO NOW!! [br]
Crowd: *runs away,leaving the eggs behind*[br]
Zim: Hey!! I thought you were on my side![br]
El: I got revenge since you sabotaged my plan.[br]
Zim: I oughtta hurt you for destroying my plans![br]
El: Gir! *snaps fingers*[br]
Gir: EASTER EGGS FOR EVERYBODAAAAH!! *jumps up and throws eggs at Zim and Dib*[br]
Zim and Dib: AAAAAH!!*tries running away, but are hit by eggs*[br]
Dib: Hey, these are real eggs![br]
El: Exactly. *smiles smugly*[br]
Zim and Dib: *tries to run away, but slip on the eggs Gir threw*[br]
Gir: EGGS FOR YOU,TOO! *throws eggs at viewer*[br]



THE END![br]
---[br]
*fourth wall explodes*[br]
Me: ah crap! The fourth wall broke! Oh, the reason why this was rushed was because it was a
double-shot (and it was loosely based on the Christmas special...) well, goodbye![br]
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